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Abstract—This paper describes the modern Immersive 3D
Visualization Lab (I3DVL) established at the Faculty of
Electronics, Telecommunications and Informatics of the
Gdańsk University of Technology (GUT) and its potential to
prepare virtual tours and architectural visualizations on the
example of the application allowing a virtual walk through the
Coal Market in Gdańsk. The paper presents devices of this
laboratory (CAVE, walk simulator etc.), describes methods of
“immersing” a human in a virtual environment (city, building
etc.) and discusses future possibilities for development
(directions of research and limitations of today's hardware and
software).

I. INTRODUCTION

V

IRTUAL reality (VR) is over 50 year old, now. The
first devices like virtual reality video arcade
Sensorama Simulator or stereoscopic-television apparatus
for individual use (HMD Head-Mounted Display) were
invented in the 1960s [1]. Initially, applications of VR
devices were very restricted due to their high price and
technological limitations, but now, fifty years later, such
devices become very popular on the customer market (e.g.
Oculus Rift, HTC Vive). Their relatively low price,
acceptable reliability and passable level of immersion
(despite screen-door effect) allow us to use them commonly
for video games and other kinds of virtual reality
experience.
The virtual reality CAVE is much younger than the HMD.
The first Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE) came
into being in the early nineties at the University of Illinois
[1, 2]. Generally, the CAVE may be defined as a cuboidal
chamber that has stereoscopic projection screens instead of
the walls, the floor, and sometimes the ceiling. A human
visitor, wearing only lightweight 3D glasses, is surrounded
by a 3D virtual scene projected by projectors placed outside
the CAVE. The three-dimensional impression is intensified
by additional adjustment of the images forming the scene to
the location of a human head. Visual effects are often
supported by a 3D surround audio system. Therefore, the
level of immersion is very high for CAVEs.
Dozens of CAVEs have been constructed within the last
twenty five years [3, 5]. Some of them are rather simple and
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consist of only four screens, usually three walls and a floor
(e.g. the first CAVE in Poland [6]). Other CAVEs are more
sophisticated and contain more screens [12]. Four walls
indicate that one of them has to be a gate. The complete sixfaced cuboidal CAVEs with four walls, a floor and a ceiling
are rather rare.
II. IMMERSIVE 3D VISUALIZATION LAB
The Immersive 3D Visualization Lab [7, 8, 9, 10] contains
complete six-faced cubical CAVE made of thick square
acrylic plates (Fig. 1). A spectator can see a 3D scene on
each CAVE’s face using a 120 Hz stereoscopy system in
passive mode (spectrum channels separation by selective
interference filters) or active one (separation in time with
active shutter glasses [10]). The viewer’s glasses have
special markers that are tracked by four infrared cameras
placed in the upper corners of the CAVE. Eight speakers
located in the same corners and a subwoofer standing
outside the CAVE provide surround audio system.

Fig. 1 The CAVE in the I3DVL (the gate of the CAVE is open)

Simulation participants may walk freely in the CAVE
from wall to wall, as in any typical CAVE. However,
unlimited virtual wandering is also possible using a
handheld controller, called wand or fly-stick. Unlike other
common solutions, the CAVE in the I3DVL can use a
spherical walk simulator as an additional movement
controller (Fig. 2). The spherical walk simulator [4, 11, 13]
has a form of an openwork sphere, that freely rotates on
rollers with a small friction. One can treat it like a human
size omnidirectional “hamster wheel”. A user may walk
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inside the sphere watching, through its rotating surface, the
images on the CAVE screens that change according to the
direction and speed of the sphere revolutions. This solution
allows the user to march on foot through the virtual world
projected on the CAVE screens without any space
limitations. There are no other CAVEs in the world with
such possibility.

cases, in order to provide efficient real-time processing, the
power of high performance cluster Tryton from the
Academic Computer Center in Gdańsk (CI TASK),
connected via the fast optical fiber InfiniBand, can be used
[14]. This connection allows treating the computers of the
I3DVL and the nodes of the cluster Tryton as one uniform
cluster.
IV. THE COAL MARKET VIRTUAL SIGHTSEEING

Fig. 2 The spherical walk simulator inside the CAVE in the I3DVL (the
gate of the CAVE is open)

The CAVE in the I3DVL can be used with the spherical
walk simulator, but both devices can also work separately:
the CAVE in the typical configuration with a handheld
controller and the spherical walk simulator with the HMD.
The specially designed and constructed transport trolley
allows to roll the spherical walk simulator in and out (Fig. 2)
without a risk of collision with the CAVE’s screens. The
diameter of the spherical walk simulator is 3.05 m, and the
edge of the cubical CAVE is 3.4 m long. Hence, there is
only about 17 cm between the surface of the 250 kg sphere
and the wall of the CAVE from each side.
Every wall-screen obtains two images from two WUXGA
(1920 × 1200) projectors. The final image, combined by
blending, has a resolution 1920 × 1920. Thus, all six screens
require twelve projectors driven by dozen computers. Two
additional computers control virtual scene dynamics, real
object tracking, sound generation, and video surveillance.

The Coal Market is one of the historical squares of
Gdańsk with many landmarked buildings, e.g. the Great
Armoury (Fig. 3), the Straw Tower, the Court of the
Brothership of St. George (Fig. 4), the Torture House, the
Prison Tower, the Golden Gate (Fig. 4), the Upland Gate,
and several cultural institutions. Regrettably, the
contemporary buildings at the Coal Market’s western
frontage contrast with the historic and cultural character of
the Market. Therefore, the City Council of Gdańsk
announced a competition for new urban-architectural
concepts of this square. Over 10 teams from Faculty of
Architecture at GUT took part in this contest and, finally,
three architectural projects were awarded (Fig. 5-7).

Fig. 3 The virtual Great Armoury

III. SOFTWARE PLATFORMS
The Immersive 3D Visualization Lab can work in various
software environments that support multicomputer (cluster)
process synchronization. Each computer can operate under
control of Windows or Linux operating systems, and VR
programmers may use both of them. At present, the most
popular software platform in the I3DVL is Unity – the
environment dedicated to video game developers. Low-level
graphics programming in C++/C# and OpenGL or Direct X
is also used, particularly for experiments with global
illumination rendering methods like raytracing and radiosity.
Use of other tools for game development (e.g. Unreal
Engine) or virtual reality applications (e.g. Bohemia VBS3,
Presagis Vega Prime) is possible, too.
The computational power of I3DVL computers might not
be sufficient for some complex tasks, such as sophisticated
rendering, nontrivial physics calculations, advanced
artificial intelligence or prediction of user behavior. In such

Fig. 4 The Court of the Brothership of St. George and the Golden Gate

This contest provided a good opportunity to propose a
new approach to visualize the awarded projects not only as a
limited set of static architectonic sketches but as dynamic,
interactive real time visualization in the CAVE environment.
Spectators, e.g. architects or council members, could
observe the modeled urban area from practically any
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d)

Fig. 8 Sample model of wrought-iron gate’s lattice: a) highly detailed
original (white color is used for vertices and edges), b) simplified flat
model, c) magnified detail of the original model, d) final appearance in
3D visualization

V.VIRTUAL SIGHTSEEING
Visualization of the Coal Market became the first
application demonstrating I3DVL capabilities. It was
presented to many visitors who confirmed high usability of
the CAVE environment in the field of architectural
visualizations. Possibility of almost free interaction within a
3D scene and high immersion level, which is guaranteed by
the surrounding view, allow for better scene perception. For
example, most interaction participants enjoyed the
possibility of visiting every nook and cranny of the
buildings and courtyards. This possibility of visual testing of
all inner passages and communication courses occurred as
vital as the general view of building frontage.
Also, the possibility of immediate switching between
different scene versions makes their comparison easier than
at traditional exhibition as it gives the same visual context.
Additional application feature allows for real-time switching
between daylight and night scenes (Fig. 10, 11), and thereby
the visitors can verify how the place would look like by
night with artificial illumination. Yet another kind of
experience is the possibility of bird’s eye view from highly
located viewpoints (Fig. 5-7,9) which is especially realistic
inside the CAVE.
A wide multitude of presentations for different peoples
have allowed for many interesting observations. For
example, some visitors have serious problems with
movement control in the CAVE. For such persons the

Fig. 9 The bird's-eye view of the virtual Coal Market with simplified
buildings in the background

automatic walk mode occurred a real salvation, allowing for
simple looking around while being moved forward along the
predefined path as inside a sightseeing trolleys or bus. It was
also confirmed that some people do have some problems
with 3D image perception using 3D glasses. Fortunately,
most of them reported that the problem is far less than with
the HMDs such as Oculus Rift. This surely results from
much higher image quality as well as from better user
orientation inside the CAVE. Moreover, a man inside the
CAVE can see his own body and other participants of the
simulation. The depth of immersion in the CAVE over the
HMD seems to be unquestionable, but conclusive proving
this general thesis requires further research comparing the
reactions of people using different VR devices and various
scenarios by means of questionnaires, behavioral
observation and biological measurements (as heart rate,
blood pressure and electrical activity of the brain).
The project realization allows also for gathering
invaluable experience and clues for further application
development for I3DVL’s CAVE environment. For example,
many inbuilt Unity mechanisms, such as scene switching or
interface elements, had to be redesigned due to the clientserver architecture of the CAVE and the need of the network
synchronization between I3DVL’s computers. Moreover,
such a presentation of 3D image requires higher rendering
rate than for a PC demonstration.

Fig. 10 A night scene of the Coal Market with rain simulation
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Fig. 11 A night scene of the Coal Market with crowd simulation

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Virtual sightseeing can be useful not only for virtual
tourism, but also for virtual prototyping, allowing assessment of designed objects, like urban areas, squares, streets,
buildings with their interiors, and even crafts, vehicles, machines etc. Believable visualization can help in decisionmaking without the use of spatial imagination. Just take a
stroll through the virtual scene and decide.
Future works are focused on using of additional computational power, provided by the high performance Tryton cluster at CI TASK, to expand the Coal Market scene with
crowd, snow and rain simulations. The first experiments
with developed scalable particle system for cluster-aided visualization proved successful in weather phenomena and
crowd simulation (Fig. 10, 11), though many problems of latency-critical processing have to be solved, yet.
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